Response to Reviewer 1 RC1 including the applied changes (June 2016)
hess-2016-13
Improving together: better science writing through peer learning

Reviewer quote: I do think this paper could be strengthened by the inclusion of metrics for the effects the writing groups had on the participants, so perhaps developing such an assessment could be a future research goal for the authors?

Reply: Thanks to the reviewer for a very constructive suggestion. Since we received both the reviews we have had an intensive discussion within the author group about such metrics.

The author group agrees that getting formal metrics in retrospect would not be desirable. The metrics from the UEA group are very clearly described as “informal” and we only use these as indications of the effects.

Metrics are something the project managers should absolutely have considered at the beginning of the project. However, ClimateSnack has always been a voluntary project where many of us have used our free time, with little or no funding, to develop groups, support authors, and write ourselves. We feel that formal metrics would have taken considerable time to develop and instigate. This would have required considerably more funding.

The reason we think that this would have been more complicated than maybe first imagined, is that the effects of such writing groups are so multi-faceted. As we have discussed in the paper, it’s not just about writing quality; the effects are also concerned with general confidence, critical thinking, and network building. We must also consider the writing process in addition to the quality of the final product.

We also discussed how we could have measured improvement in writing quality. This would likely have been left up to the participant to judge himself. One of our authors pointed out a substantial challenge with this. He was a very confident writer before he joined ClimateSnack. However, through the writing process and group feedback, he started to understand that his writing was not as skillful as he first assumed. If he had filled out a self-assessment form before and after his participation, he may have actually perceived a decrease in writing quality, whereas objectively his writing had actually improved.

Moreover, ClimateSnack is an initiative where virtually all participants are early-career researchers. Most objective metrics would require members to have relatively long control periods both before and after joining ClimateSnack. The former requirement already excludes the large majority of members, who joined ClimateSnack during their Ph.D.

As part of the review process we carried out a survey to gather information such as acceptance rates of paper and abstracts, success in applying to travel awards etc. However, we quickly realised that most of our members joined ClimateSnack very early during the career, and that the changes in the metrics perhaps reflect more the natural development of their scientific abilities than the benefits of our writing groups.
Our most important point is that we feel our whole paper is already a metric. Indeed, it is not a quantitative metric (as alluded to by the reviewers), but it is a narrative metric. We feel that this is both more valuable and robust than an *ex post* survey, which would encounter all of the issues described above. The whole paper is built upon the narratives of 13 of the most active ClimateSnack members and others. Everyone in the author group has been a member of a ClimateSnack writing group. Some started groups that succeeded, whilst others started groups that dissolved. All the authors have built a network internationally (case in point, the present paper), and also extended their networks where they work.

**Proposed action:** We will add text explaining that we take a narrative approach in this paper and emphasizing how much the authors have contributed to this project. We will also add text to say that the lack of quantifiable metrics may be a limitation, but that this is something we could consider for the future. Similar projects should certainly consider metrics from the beginning, if funding allows it.

**Action taken:** We had to change around the end of the introduction slightly to accommodate these changes. The last paragraph of the introduction now reads:

“In the next section, we introduce the learning process around which ClimateSnack was built. The successes and challenges that the different groups encountered will be presented in section 3. Results from an informal questionnaire answered by one group are presented to illustrate how the participants benefitted. Besides this, we did not evaluate ClimateSnack’s impact using quantitative metrics from the beginning. This paper therefore takes a narrative approach and reports on the experiences of the members and their groups. These narratives are provided by the present paper’s authors, all of whom have been involved in the project development. Some authors founded and managed ClimateSnack, whilst other authors started groups that are either still running or have since dissolved. All the authors have been active participants and have written and posted articles on the ClimateSnack website. We began to collate our experiences in a group meeting at the European Geosciences Union General Assembly in Vienna in 2015. Further discussion has taken place via email and video conferencing. In section 4, we generalize the lessons learnt and conclude with some thoughts about the future.”

We also included the following in the conclusion, in order to explain the possible limitation of the lack of quantitative evaluation metrics:

“Even though we did not evaluate the project using continuous quantitative metrics, this paper is based on the honest accounts and narratives of many of the ClimateSnack participants who make up the paper’s author group. We would recommend that similar projects consider tracking evaluation metrics from the beginning. Through our collected experiences we have seen that ClimateSnack faced several challenges, but the successes show that peer learning through writing groups can be a valuable approach to achieve improved writing in science.”

**Reviewer quote:** In lieu of a formal assessment, are there other data that could be used to support the claim that these writing groups are beneficial? I’m thinking of things like acceptance rates of papers, grants awarded, or similar metrics for the
participants during the time they were involved in these groups. I realize that the timeframe (since 2012) makes this difficult, but even a few qualitative examples could be useful.

Reply: The reviewer is presenting some nice ideas for future assessments. As part of the present review process we attempted to carry out a survey to gather such information amount previous participants. However, we quickly realized that most of our members joined ClimateSnack very early during the career, and many had not submitted grant proposals or papers before joining. It was therefore difficult to judge objectively if any improvement had been made. Again we fall back on our argument that the narrative metrics (stories) are the most appropriate way to convey the results of ClimateSnack, without carrying out a professionally-designed survey.

Some qualitative examples could be useful as the reviewer says.

One example comes from the ClimateSnack founder. His writing went from being "heavy and passive" by one reviewer, to "Excellent" by another reviewer just two years later. He and another co-author also organized a successful writing workshop course in Uganda in 2015 where the participants worked together in small groups to improve their writing following a series of short lectures. Neither of these developments would have happened if it wasn’t for the time invested in ClimateSnack.

Also, another participant had one of her snacks published online in one of the biggest newspapers in Norway. Indeed, someone else had to translate it into Norwegian, but the story and the flow were the same.

Proposed action: Since we are concentrating on narratives evidence, we can include some of these anecdotes, if the reviewer agrees.

Action taken: We have included a couple of short anecdotes in the results in section 3. The following text was added:

"Anecdotal evidence emerged about some individual successes within the ClimateSnack community. For example, one of the present authors used the lessons learnt to improve a research paper and get it published in a peer review journal. A previous submission of the paper had received comments like, “the excessive use of passive voice makes it difficult to understand and quite dry”. The final accepted version of the paper received much better feedback, with one reviewer stating that, “this is a well written paper”. ClimateSnack also helped with other outreach channels. A member of one group got her snack translated into Norwegian and published in one of the biggest newspapers in Norway."

Reviewer quote: I like the explicit detail provided about the writing process and the accompanying figure. I was wondering if only one member of the group is working on a piece at a time? Also, how long are these meetings? With 20 people, is each one giving a few minutes of feedback or is it more of a free-for-all discussion?

Reply: We can certainly include more specific information about the meetings in section 2. This is clearly useful information that readers will want to hear if they are considering
forming a writing group. To answer your questions, all the participants could work on posts at any time. Once they were ready, then they would be read at the group meetings and feedback would be given. This would usually take 20-30 minutes per article. The chairperson would be in charge of guiding the discussion, trying to avoid a “free-for-all” discussion.

**Proposed action:** We will include information about meeting length and size in section 2 where the writing process is described. We will also describe in more detail the responsibility of the group leader to guide the discussion so that it does not become a chaotic free-for-all.

**Action taken:** We have included the following text in section 2 (linked to the writing process figure):

> “Once the snack is published the writing process can start again, resulting in a continuous process and hence continuous improvement. The process is also flexible, and group leaders have the freedom to adapt it as they see fit. Most group meetings lasted between 1-2 hours once every 3-4 weeks. Each completed snack was discussed for 20-30 minutes depending on how many snacks were under consideration, and at what stage they were at. Some time was also often left at the end of the group meetings for general discussions and brainstorming. Some group meetings had up to 20 participants, but usually 5-10 people attended the meeting in the groups that regularly convened. The group leader was in charge of guiding the discussion and following the framework illustrated in Figure 2.”

**Reviewer quote:** Do the groups use any online co-editing software (I’m thinking of something like Google docs) to share comments or are they all hand-written on printed copies?

**Reply:** Again, this is useful information that we should include this information in the manuscript. Initially, we encouraged the participants to provide hand written feedback. One of the main reasons for this is that it encourages people to attend the meetings and physically hand over the annotated document and explain why they made the changes. Editing software means that people can contribute remotely and might not turn up. However, online editing would be an excellent resource if virtual writing groups could be developed in this project, which is something we have considered before but not got funding for.

**Proposed action:** We’ll explain in greater detail how the feedback is given, probably in section 2.

**Action taken:** We have included the following text in section 2 in connection with the writing process under “5. Feedback (Meeting)”:  

> “Before the meeting, the other group members should have read the author’s snack and noted down feedback directly on to the snack itself. These notes would be passed to the author at the end of the meeting. We found that this encouraged meeting attendance. However, groups could also consider other feedback methods, like online editing software (e.g. Google docs). At the meeting.....”
Reviewer quote: On page 3 line 21, you seem to imply that improving basic writing skills will automatically translate into improved scientific writing skills. I think the former is necessary, but not sufficient, for the latter. Can you be a bit more explicit about some of the skills you do/do not think are covered by this process? I’m also thinking about how skills related to creating effective blogposts do/do not relate to other types of writing required by scientists (e.g. see next point).

Reply: We agree that the “former is necessary, but not sufficient, for the latter”, however the form is necessary, and that’s where ClimateSnack positions itself. To improve science writing and outreach, we must improve our basic writing skills.

This comment also inspired a healthy discussion amongst the co-authors. We feel that that many of the skills needed for quality blogging can be transferred to scientific writing. These are:
- basic writing skills
- critical thinking
- ability to summarize (conciseness)
- story-telling skills
- why it matters
- argument structuring

In the same note, we understand that the technical ability and understanding required for quality scientific writing cannot be gained from blogging experience.

Proposed action: We can certainly add a sentence where we clarify our position that blog-writing skills can improve scientific writing, but do not qualify an author to write quality scientific articles.

Action taken: We changed one of the later paragraphs in the Introduction to now read:

“The objective of the ClimateSnack project was to encourage ECS’s to self-organize writing groups to improve their basic writing skills, and thereby also their scientific writing skills. These basic writing skills alone are not sufficient to write quality scientific articles. However, these skills are important ingredients for overall improvement.”

Reviewer quote: This is more about the concept than the paper, but have you thought about using these groups to provide peer-review for other types of writing ECS’s are faced with? I’m thinking about things like grant proposals, scientific papers, abstracts for conferences, etc. This might entice ECS’s who aren’t committed to writing blogposts, but would engage in activities more focused on something they already have to do.

Reply: It’s really nice to read these suggestions and that our paper has made the reviewer think laterally like this.

These types of initiatives are not part of the concept directly. We have thought about things like this before, but we wanted to keep ClimateSnack as focused as possible.
However, that is not to say that these types of discussions have not occurred outside the groups or even within some groups on occasion.

Several of the co-authors commented on this issue. Since the writing groups create friendship, the members of one group asked each other for opinions and comments on other types of writing (mostly abstracts for conferences and travel grant applications).

In another group, a Ph.D. student, who participated in several of the meetings, had serious difficulties with writing in English. This was a particularly pressing concern for him as the student was nearing the end of their Ph. D. and needed to write up some of the results in a paper. For one of the Snacks the student brought along the abstract and a short section of a paper and received feedback much like a normal “snack”. The student did not upload this to the website because it was material that would later be published in a peer reviewed journal. The student found the process very helpful, and seemed to take on board most of the copious feedback.

The challenge with other forms of writing is that they are often much longer than shorter blog posts. Several meeting would probably be needed to give constructive feedback on a single paper for example. Also conference abstracts should not be published online until later. This defeats the objective of the website, that we feel is an integral component of the ClimateSnack process.

Proposed action: Since other forms of writing are not a direct part of ClimateSnack, we would like to refrain from referring to them earlier in the paper. However, we will add a sentence or two explaining that the friendships and community built up around the writing groups allows us to seek out advice about other forms of writing. The reviewer could let us know if she would like us to include more details about specific examples that we have mentioned above.

Action taken: We have added the following text to the Discussion and Conclusion section to illuminate how the ClimateSnack community could also help participants with other types of writing:

“No matter how long the different writing groups lasted, they brought ECS’s together and created a forum for discussing writing skills for various goals such as grant proposals, scientific articles and conference abstracts. Friendships and community have been built around ClimateSnack (the present author group being an example) allowing ECS’s to seek out advice and feedback even if their groups discontinued.”

Reviewer quote: Along the same lines, for groups not comfortable with how to give feedback, I wonder if a structured rubric would be a good complement to the process depicted in Figure 2? I’ve been using rubrics based on the goals of the writing product in my undergraduate scientific writing class and it seems to help the students get started on first assessing the content (function) and then figuring out how the structure (form) could best support the ideas.

Reply: The reviewer touches on an important point here. Confidence in writing is often reflected in confidence to give feedback. Rubrics are absolutely a valuable tool that we should certainly promote more actively and we have tried to promote via expert posts
on the website. However, we wanted to describe the process that we promoted from the beginning of the project. Therefore rubrics are not mentioned specifically in the article.

**Proposed action:** We appreciate the reviewer’s suggestion. If the reviewer agrees, we could a sentence or two in the section 2 about rubrics to inform the readership. However, we will have to mention that we have yet to actively use these in our groups.

**Action taken:** Although we completely agree that rubrics offer a powerful feedback tool, we decided not to mention them here. We want to concentrate on what we actually did in the ClimateSnack project. Having said this, we will promote the use of rubrics to all new groups in the future.

**Reviewer quote:** Page 2, Line 11: I think a word is missing between “communicate” and “disciplinary”

**Proposed action:** Thank you for noticing. We will fix this.

**Action taken:** Text corrected.

**Reviewer quote:** There seems to be inconsistency in whether or not the first line of a new paragraph is indented (e.g. page 6 line 22).

**Proposed action:** Thank you for noticing. We will fix this according to the guidelines for the EGU journals.

**Action taken:** Text corrected.

**EXTRA ACTION TAKEN:** We have made some small changes to sentences and phrases that we feel improve the readability. These can be seen in the file where we track changes.
Response to Reviewer 2 RC2 and Editor EC1
hess-2016-13
Improving together: better science writing through peer learning

Reviewer quote: The paper is a descriptive account of the development of academic writing groups aimed at improving basic scientific writing skills for early career scientists working in climate science / geoscience... I certainly found myself trying to imagine setting something like this...

Reply: This was nice to hear. We appreciate the reviewer’s comment.

Reviewer quote: Indeed, one is the actual origins of the ClimateSnack project itself, which is introduced rather unobtrusively (line 20, page 3) but I think a sentence or two about its background context would help the reader.

Reply: We can certainly do this, however it will be a personal account, where the lead author will explain where the idea came from. He completed an online writing course (the exact one that we have available on the website) in 2011. During the course, a considerable online community developed; participants commented, peer-reviewed each others work and shared ideas via the course website. Once the course ended, this community disbanded, which was a shame. In order to keep the continuity going and to create a lasting community, the lead author decided that in-situ writing groups would be the perfect solution. The international community (which developed during the writing course) could be nurtured if lots of writing groups started, and if a website acted as a focal point.

Proposed action: Could the reviewer please indicate how much detail within this story he would like to have included in the paper?

Action taken: We added the following text to the introduction about the project’s inspiration:

“Online writing courses are often freely available and the development of the ClimateSnack project was inspired by one such course lead by Kristin Sainani at Stanford University (http://online.stanford.edu/course/writing-in-the-sciences). During the course, students peer-reviewed each other’s writing and an active online discussion community flourished. However, when the course ended, the community dissolved. The founders of ClimateSnack wanted to duplicate this interactive forum and also encourage continuity. Therefore, in-situ writing groups were proposed. Discussion would then continue within the groups and between international participants via the project’s website.”

The information about Kristin Sainani’s course was added to the text above and therefore deleted from the paragraph before, where it was originally.

Reviewer quote: Firstly, although the authors state that scientists ’...must learn to better consider their audience, and communicate their science more clearly’, for me, the paper wasn’t especially clear on who precisely the ECRs are writing for.
The paper implies the audience is both scientists within their own discipline and those across disciplinary boundaries, so presumably the focus remains squarely on academic writing rather than drifting into popular science writing (for which there is a far richer science communication literature that is not called on here). I appreciate that there is a continuum of writing styles that can be invoked for each different audiences, but it would be helpful if the article could add a sentence making clear the specific readership that ClimateSnack participants are targeting, as that sets the rubric for all that follows in terms of how they prepare and hone their contributions.

Reply: We fully agree that the definition of the audience is indeed very important and, as the reviewer pointed out, has an impact on the writing style. The definition of the audience in the reviewed submission is stated on page 4, lines 7-8:

“The audience for these snacks are fellow ECS’s. In other words, the audience is assumed to be scientifically literate but not from a single research discipline.”

Arguably, the target audience should be mentioned earlier in the introduction of the ClimateSnack project in the paragraph starting on page 3, line 20 for example.

We could also be clearer that we're not aiming at popular science. But that within the ‘scientifically literate’ sphere, there is still a wide spectrum of possible audiences with different levels of familiarity with the ideas and themes being discussed.

Proposed action: We will be happy to make changes as the reviewer suggests. We will move the information on the proposed audience to the Introduction and include more details as we indicated here.

Action taken: In the introduction, and deleted from section 2:

“The audience for these snacks are fellow ECS’s. In other words, the audience is assumed to be scientifically literate but not from a single research discipline. The participants therefore also gain experience in interdisciplinary communication, where audiences will have different levels of familiarity with the ideas and themes being discussed. Once an author has written an article, the rest of the group would then provide constructive feedback, which the author would use to improve the text.”

Reviewer quote: Secondly, and in a similar vein, although the scheme seeks to improve ‘basic writing skills, and thereby also their scientific writing skills’ it is never made explicit what the deficiencies are that the initiative is trying to redress. As the paper notes, there are plenty of academic voices bemoaning the quality of academic writing but precious few that actually dissect the problem in a meaningful way; one telling exception is Goben, G.D. & Swan, J.A. 1990. The Science of Scientific Writing. American Scientist, 78 (Nov/Dec), 550-558. While the authors direct the reader to papers that presumably shed light on the substance of this problem, that is not especially helpful for an individual interested in improving their writing. Given that this paper attempts to set out the theoretical basis for this practice, it is important to be as explicit and transparent about how those championing the ClimateSnack initiative perceive the fundamental
weaknesses and limitations in mainstream academic writing. A short section or paragraph on this should be added

**Reply:** The reviewer touches on an extremely pertinent issue, and one that we should absolutely have made clearer!

So what are these “fundamental weaknesses and limitations in mainstream academic writing”? Despite us not mentioning them explicitly in the paper yet, we believe that these are addressed implicitly in the online courses that we supply plus the other expert advice. Gopen and Swan hit the nail on the head when they write (paraphrasing slightly):

“Readers do not simply read; they interpret. (...) It has helped to produce a methodology based on the concept of reader expectations.”

Gopen and Swan also state: “In our experience, the misplacement of old and new information turns out to be the No. 1 problem in American professional writing today.”

As Gopen and Swan suggest, these issues of reader-expectations and information-placement can be addressed by considering (and practicing) sentence structure, topic and stress positions, etc. In ClimateSnack, we feel that these deficiencies are common in both our scientific publications and other forms of general outreach. Hence we need to practice and improve. Blogging within a writing group environment is a powerful way to encourage this practice and improvement. We believe that all the writing skills we practice together are transferrable to scientific writing. But as we have responded to reviewer 1, we are very aware that scientific writing needs other writing skills too.

**Proposed action:** We will certainly include more detailed information in the Introduction about the “fundamental weaknesses” ClimateSnack attempts to address. We feel that this will also be made clearer when we include some screen shots as figures. See below.

**Action taken:** We have added the following sentences to the introduction based on the Gopen and Swan reference the reviewer mentioned:

“Some of the fundamental weaknesses of scientific writing stem from issues of reader expectations and information placement (Gopen and Swan, 1990)”

**Reviewer quote:** Thirdly, the reason that the basic deficiencies need to be made more explicit is that it is not immediately clear how - or indeed, if - the ClimateSnack initiative is addressing the core communication issues raised by practitioners working in climate science arena. This is an arena that is pretty frequently addressed by those publishing in science communication. One prominent contributor is Richard Somerville, prof at Scripps and the science director of the nonprofit project ‘Climate Communication’, who has written and blogged extensively on this and highlights a range of issues that do not appear to feature in the ClimateSnack developmental process. For example, his review in Physics Today (Somerville, R.C.J. & Hassol, S.J. 2011. Communicating the science of climate change. Physics Today, October, 48-53.) critiques the conventional
academic model of writing and presents some clear recommendations for making climate science writing more accessible. It may be that the authors would disagree with his contentions, but the point is that it is impossible to tell because there is no indication of to what extent the now pretty extensive critical literature on climate science communication is infusing and informing the ClimateSnack initiative. To put it bluntly, is ClimateSnack simply a self-help support group for a particular scientific cohort or is it actively carrying forward the experience of climate science communicators?

If it is the former then OK but that more limited remit needs to be stated; if it is the latter then the paper needs to be far more explicit on how participants are building on what is out there.

Reply: We agree this is another issue that we need to make clearer in the article. In particular, this speaks to the general objectives of the initiative that we need to expand upon.

Indeed Somerville dissects the climate communication problem. ClimateSnack is concerned with a small portion of the problem that Somerville refers to as: why don’t people believe climate science? We are interested in his final point on this issue, namely: “Not least important is how scientists communicate—or fail to do so. Reasons for that failure include what scientists talk about as well as how they talk about it. Narrative skills help reach people.”

Somerville indicates that this last point resonates in the realm of science-to-public communication. But it is also a problem with science-to-science communication. Somerville excludes the point that communication also needs to improve between scientists. Scientists are people just like the public and need to be stimulated when they read in just the same way. This is especially so in this age of increased competition (amongst published articles) and increased interdisciplinarity. We don’t/shouldn’t write only for researchers in our own fields. We have to accept that anyone can search for and access our articles. We can have impact in any field of research, and this should influence our writing.

We certainly agree with many of Somerville’s points. Indeed the “so what?” in Figure 3 should always come up in feedback discussions in ClimateSnack group meetings. However, we would argue that the elements should also be applied to our scientific writing as well. Indeed some style guides actively encourage the “so what?” to come very early in scientific articles (for example Joshua Schimel).

ClimateSnack is not “simply a self-help support group”. Firstly, with all due respect, we would argue that using the word “simply” undermines the power and usefulness of support groups such as this within the research community. A self-help support group can provide enormous support for people to get the advice they need. Any research community is comprised of many people of non-english speaking backgrounds. The reviewer will hopefully agree that these types of non-judgemental support groups can give these researchers the platform they need to voice their concerns and ask for help. Secondly, we feel that ClimateSnack does actively carry forward the experience of science communicators in general, not solely climate science. This is achieved through the writing process we have suggested, in particular the funnel model, which was
developed by David Schultz. We stress in our paper that the discussions should be based on some prior knowledge. This knowledge is conveyed via the website in several different instances. We have an entire online writing course available, that Kristin Sainani has kindly allowed us to use. We also have expert advice columns and videos. Finally, we have a short book review section where some participants have written about books that helped them with their writing.

**Proposed action:** We need to clarify our position on the power of the “self-help group” in ClimateSnack. We also need to clarify how we are in fact promoting the advice of (climate) science communicators and experts through different media (books, videos, expert columns). All this information could be included under Section 2, which is concerned with the specifics of the writing process and the discussions.

**Action taken:** With respect to our stance on the “self-help group” issue, we added the following to the introduction:

“These writing groups provide safe, non-judgemental environments for ECS’s to practice, make mistakes and improve, which may be particularly pertinent for non-English speaking researchers.”

With respect to the writing issues we target, we have made this more explicit by editing/adding the following text to the section 2:

“If this knowledge is difficult to come by, the ClimateSnack website freely provides an entire online writing course, advice from experts (see Figure 3), as well as book reviews from some of the ClimateSnack members. In this way, ClimateSnack targets the deficiencies in academic writing, and promotes the advice of experts. In addition, the discussion needs to be conducted with courtesy and humility.”

**Reviewer quote:** Fourthly, could some indicative content from the site be included? It could be a screen-shot or two, or brief excerpts from posted articles. I found myself frustrated that all I was reading about what the process and could not view the product (at least, not without accessing the webpage - perhaps a deliberate ploy. I appreciate that it is a sensitive issue, but there must be examples of ‘good practice’ that the team feel show- cases what the ClimateSnack initiative can achieve in recasting academic writing. )

**Reply:** We thank the reviewer for this suggestion. Indeed, a screenshot (example below) from the website should be included in the corrected manuscript. This is especially useful to present some titles as teasers of the products of the ClimateSnack community (which is now called SciSnack, as it has been expanded to welcome ECS’s from all disciplines).

We feel that this important suggestion may also address some of the issues the reviewer has brought up earlier. Via this figure, we can show that ClimateSnack does try to carry “forward the experience of [...] science communicators” as the reviewer mentioned earlier.

**Proposed action:** If we show four small screen shots, then we can include the homepage, a sample article, one of the video course pages and expert advice. These screen shots and accompanying text will help illustrate that we use the web site as an outward
broadcast tool, but also as a learning resource where we provide the knowledge required for informed feedback discussion and further learning.

Example of the extra figure that could be included. (Top left) Homepage. (Top right) short excerpt from one of the articles. This one was also published in Norwegian in one of Norway's national newspapers. (Bottom left) One of the chapters in the video writing course: Cutting the Clutter with Kristin Sainani from Stanford University. (Bottom right) An excerpt from one of the expert advice columns by Dallas Murphy.

Action taken: We have included the figure (with updated figure text) that we suggested here. The figure is mentioned in relation to the writing process in section 2. This includes the text from the above comment, and the following after “6. Improve and publish online”:

"Figure 3 includes some screenshots from the website, including the homepage and an example snack.”

Reviewer quote: Finally, many readers of this paper will lament the omission of some kind of empirical analysis of its efficacy. The informal ‘survey’ of why groups succeed or not simply adds to the frustration of not getting a better sense of how effective this novel approach is; to make a useful contribution more specifics on what this survey involved should be given. Overall, I'm sympathetic to the nascent nature of the initiative and also to the difficulties in determining meaningful metrics, but I agree with the other reviewer that there are indicative measures that the authors could and should consider regarding readership and impact.
Reply: It is understandable that both reviewers brought up this poignant issue. We have answered Reviewer 1 in detail on this issue. We paste this answer here for the present reviewer to consider:

Thanks to the reviewer for a very constructive suggestion. Since we received both the reviews we have had an intensive discussion within the author group about such metrics.

The author group agrees that getting formal metrics in retrospect would not be desirable. The metrics from the UEA group are very clearly described as “informal” and we only use these as indications of the effects.

Metrics are something the project managers should absolutely have considered at the beginning of the project. However, ClimateSnack has always been a voluntary project where many of us have used our free time, with little or no funding, to develop groups, support authors, and write ourselves. We feel that formal metrics would have taken considerable time to develop and instigate. This would have required considerably more funding.

The reason we think that this would have been more complicated than maybe first imagined, is that the effects of such writing groups are so multi-faceted. As we have discussed in the paper, it’s not just about writing quality; the effects are also concerned with general confidence, critical thinking, and network building. We must also consider the writing process in addition to the quality of the final product.

We also discussed how we could have measured improvement in writing quality. This would likely have been left up to the participant to judge himself. One of our co-authors pointed out a substantial challenge with this. He told us that he was a very confident writer before he joined ClimateSnack. However, through the writing process and group feedback, he started to understand that his writing was not as skillful as he first assumed. If he had filled out a self-assessment form before and after his participation, he may have actually perceived a decrease in writing quality, whereas objectively his writing had actually improved.

Moreover, ClimateSnack is an initiative where virtually all participants are early-career researchers. Most objective metrics would require members to have relatively long control periods both before and after joining ClimateSnack. The former requirement already excludes the large majority of members, who joined ClimateSnack during their Ph.D.

As part of the review process we carried out a survey to gather information such as acceptance rates of paper and abstracts, success in applying to travel awards etc. However, we quickly realised that most of our members joined ClimateSnack very early during the career, and that the changes in the metrics perhaps reflect more the natural development of their scientific abilities than the benefits of our writing groups.

Our most important point is that we feel our whole paper is already a metric. Indeed, it is not a quantitative metric (as alluded to by the reviewers), but it is a narrative metric. We feel that this is both more valuable and robust than an ex post survey, which would
encounter all of the issues described above. The whole paper is built upon the narratives of 13 of the most active ClimateSnack members and others. Everyone in the author group has been a member of a ClimateSnack writing group. Some started groups that succeeded, whilst others started groups that dissolved. All the authors have built a network internationally (case in point, the present paper), and also extended their networks where they work.

**Proposed action:** We will add text explaining that we take a narrative approach in this paper and emphasizing how much the authors have contributed to this project. We will also add text to say that the lack of quantifiable metrics may be a limitation, but that this is something we could consider for the future. Similar projects should certainly consider metrics from the beginning.

We hope this sounds reasonable to the reviewers. Unfortunately we never had funding or time to carry out a formal evaluation from the beginning of the project. Hopefully one day we will have the funding to develop these ideas further.

**Action taken:** We had to change around the end of the introduction slightly to accommodate these changes. The last paragraph of the introduction now reads:

“In the next section, we introduce the learning process around which ClimateSnack was built. The successes and challenges that the different groups encountered will be presented in section 3. Results from an informal questionnaire answered by one group are presented to illustrate how the participants benefitted. Besides this, we did not evaluate ClimateSnack’s impact using quantitative metrics from the beginning. This paper therefore takes a narrative approach and reports on the experiences of the members and their groups. These narratives are provided by the present paper’s authors, all of whom have been involved in the project development. Some authors founded and managed ClimateSnack, whilst other authors started groups that are either still running or have since dissolved. All the authors have been active participants and have written and posted articles on the ClimateSnack website. We began to collate our experiences in a group meeting at the European Geosciences Union General Assembly in Vienna in 2015. Further discussion has taken place via email and video conferencing. In section 4, we generalize the lessons learnt and conclude with some thoughts about the future.”

We also included the following in the conclusion, in order to explain the possible limitation of the lack of quantitative evaluation metrics:

“Even though we did not evaluate the project using continuous quantitative metrics, this paper is based on the honest accounts and narratives of many of the ClimateSnack participants who make up the paper’s author group. We would recommend that similar projects consider tracking evaluation metrics from the beginning. Through our collected experiences we have seen that ClimateSnack faced several challenges, but the successes show that peer learning through writing groups can be a valuable approach to achieve improved writing in science.”

**Reviewer quote:** On a related note, perhaps the authors could mention something more about the international community that has been fostered as a result of ClimateSnack?
Reply: This was indeed one of our main aims in ClimateSnack. As we wrote in the Introduction:

“ClimateSnack has two unique elements: it is self-organized.... And it tries to build an international community....”

This international community was not achieved in the way we first perceived via the commentary and interaction on the website. However, the author group of the present paper exemplifies the community that did arise. ClimateSnack has been successful in bringing ECS’s together. We have also arranged international workshops (separate from the writing groups), town hall events and seminars that have brought ECS’s together.

Proposed action: We will certainly include information about the failure to build a community in the way we first envisaged. This should have already been mentioned in the discussion/conclusion section, since we stated it as one of the unique elements.

We can further refer to the present paper and organized events as examples of the networks ClimateSnack has motivated. After all, with all our (the co-authors) varied scientific backgrounds, it is unlikely we would have written a paper together if it weren’t for our shared experiences through ClimateSnack.

Action taken: Both the international community and the community are now mentioned in the last paragraph with the following sentences:

“It is true that the international network did not develop in the way the ClimateSnack founders first envisaged. However, within successful writing groups, solid support networks arose and many members discovered that writing could be a pleasurable activity.”

Reviewer quote: In summary, the paper is an enthusiastic but rather uncritical account of one initiative to counter perceived limitations in our current academic writing provision. While I share many of the authors’ basic contentions and find the ClimateSnack an intriguing and welcome development, the paper as it stands lacks substance in key areas and I would ask the authors to attempt to address these in their revisions.

Reply: As we mentioned above, we will include clearer indications of the communication problems that ClimateSnack attempts to tackle. We think that this gives a more holistic picture of the project.

We would however argue that we have in fact provided a rather critical account of the ClimateSnack project. We have fully disclosed the limitations and failures we encountered setting up groups. We have described writing groups that have both succeeded and dissolved. We have further stated that the majority of groups dissolved. We have also been open about the project aims that were not achieved. For example we admit that we were not clear enough about the projects objectives to start with, and that this may have caused confusion amongst new groups. As stated above, we will also add more text about the failure to nurture the international community in the way we first envisaged.

Proposed action: If the reviewer still thinks we are being uncritical, then we would like to hear some specific suggestions to address this point. It is important for us to come
across as transparent and honest in our accounts of ClimateSnack’s performance. Even though we provide few quantitative metrics, we want our narratives to be as relevant, clear and informative as possible.

Thank you for your honest and constructive suggestions and criticism!

**Action taken:** No extra action was taken here, since we still stand by our claim that we have in fact provided a rather critical account of the ClimateSnack project with open discussions about groups that both continued and disbanded.

**EXTRA ACTION TAKEN:** We have made some small changes to sentences and phrases that we feel improve the readability. These can be seen in the file where we track changes.
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Abstract: Science, in our case climate- and geo-science, is increasingly interdisciplinary. Scientists must therefore communicate across disciplinary boundaries. For this communication to be successful, scientists must write clearly and concisely, yet, the historically poor standard of scientific writing does not seem to be improving. Scientific writing must improve and the key to long-term improvement lies with the early career scientist (ECS). Many interventions exist for an ECS to improve their writing, like style guides and courses. However, momentum is often difficult to maintain after these interventions are completed. Continuity is key to improving writing.

This paper introduces the ClimateSnack project, which aims to motivate ECS’s to develop and continue to improve their writing and communication skills. The project adopts a peer learning framework where ECS’s voluntarily form writing groups at different institutes around the world. The group members learn, discuss and improve their writing skills together.

Several ClimateSnack writing groups have formed. This paper examines why some of the groups have flourished and others have dissolved. We identify the challenges involved in making a writing group successful and effective, notably the leadership of self-organized groups, and both individual and institutional time management. Within some of the groups, peer learning clearly offered a powerful tool to improve writing as well as bringing other benefits, including improved general communication skills and increased confidence.
Peer learning—within writing groups—offers a powerful tool to motivate early-career scientists (ECS’s) to improve their writing and communication skills (Schultz, 2010; Colton and Surasinghe, 2014). In this paper, we review the ClimateSnack project: a peer learning framework of self-organized writing groups for ECS’s. The project was named ClimateSnack because the members would write blog posts (or “snacks”) about climate-related topics. The members would collaborate with the rest of their writing group to improve their “snacks” before publishing online. Recently the project has been renamed SciSnack and welcomes ECS’s from all scientific disciplines. In this paper, we detail the successes and challenges of the project so far and the lessons learnt, with the view that these lessons may inform similar projects.

Communication with scientists within one’s own discipline is a vital aspect of a scientist’s work. Additionally, as science becomes increasingly interdisciplinary (Porter and Rafols, 2009), the need also increases for scientists to clearly communicate across disciplinary boundaries (Aboelela et al., 2007; Langdon-Neuner, 2009). This is particularly important in the realms of climate change and natural hazards (Mostert and Raadgever, 2008; Donnelly, 2008; Alexander, 2007), where solutions inherently require interdisciplinary approaches with close links to policy. Until now, scientists have primarily communicated in written form, with the scientific article as the main medium.

Unfortunately, scientific articles often alienate their intended readers (Halliday, 1989), due to a verbose and opaque writing style (Wilson, 1952; Trelease, 1958; Pinker, 2014). Some of the fundamental weaknesses of scientific writing stem from issues of reader expectations and information placement (Gopen and Swan, 1990). Complaints have circulated for decades about the standard of scientific writing. In 1952, Wilson asked the following of the scientific writer:

“Does the writer really want to convey information to his readers, or is he trying to impress them with his own genius? Unfortunately, some scientists suffer from an inferiority complex, which continually compels them to bolster their egos by writing papers so obscure that even the most brilliant specialists in the same field cannot understand them. What a triumph!” (Wilson, 1952) (p.357)

Over half a century later, Wilson’s complaint still resonates (Langdon-Neuner, 2009; Heatwole, 2008). Indeed, the situation may not have improved at all (Wells, 2004; Geerts, 1999; Besley and Tanner, 2011). O’Donnell (2000) humorously suggests that the reader of a scientific article has two choices:

“do the writers’ work for them by trying to work out what they are trying to say, or throw the journal aside and set about doing something less demanding like quarrying granite.”

The lack of improvement in scientific writing may be attributed to ECS’s learning writing from the vices of their seniors: poor writing breeds poor writing (McCartney, 1955; Schultz, 2010). One option to break from this vicious cycle is for ECS’s to receive training and gain control of their own writing. They must learn to better consider their audience, and communicate their science more clearly and concisely. A welcome side effect of this improvement process is that writing may also become more enjoyable!
Several methods to improve writing already exist. There are many excellent style guides on the market to help ECS’s improve individually (Greene, 2013; Schimel, 2012; Montgomery, 2003; Schultz, 2013). Online writing courses allow ECS’s to watch online lectures, write assignments, and peer review fellow students. In addition, many universities offer graduate training courses in writing and communication, and indeed there is a call for writing to be integrated into mainstream science education (Brownell et al., 2013; Boice, 1990). One notable example showed that when writing skills were integrated into hydrology courses, the students improved both their writing and critical thinking skills (Carlson, 2007). Several other studies have found that students benefit immensely from this type of training (e.g. Motavalli et al., 2003; Kokkala and Gessell, 2002; Holyoak, 1998; Woodford, 1968; Bean, 2011). One problem with such training options is that they are often short-term. Once the courses end, motivation can quickly ebb, leaving the student to work alone to improve further. The other problem is that these training options are not open to all interested scientists. However, solutions are available that are free to everyone.

Online writing courses are often freely available and the development of the ClimateSnack project was inspired by one such course lead by Kristin Sainani at Stanford University (http://online.stanford.edu/course/writing-in-the-sciences). During the course, students peer-reviewed each other’s writing and an active online discussion community flourished. However, when the course ended, the community dissolved. The founders of ClimateSnack wanted to duplicate this interactive forum and also encourage continuity. Therefore, in-situ writing groups were proposed. Discussion would then continue within the groups and between international participants via the project’s website.

Writing groups offer a flexible approach that can be implemented both in connection with university science courses (Ferguson, 2009) or in a self-organized fashion by students (Maher et al., 2008; Wegener et al., 2014). The successes of writing groups at the doctoral level are well documented (Colton and Surasinghe, 2014; Kokkala and Gessell, 2002). The benefits include: improved writing and communication (Grant et al., 2010), improved critical thinking (Bean, 2011; Maher et al., 2008), improved support network (Grant et al., 2010), and increased confidence (Ferguson, 2009). Such benefits derive primarily from face-to-face peer feedback and the continuity within the groups (Caffarella and Barnett, 2000), which other writing interventions may not offer so readily. These writing groups provide safe, non-judgemental environments for ECS’s to practice, make mistakes and improve, which may be particularly pertinent for non-English speaking researchers. Despite some writing group mishaps (Nairn et al., 2014), the majority of literature agrees that writing groups offer the “winning formula” (Grant et al., 2010) for ECS’s who aim to improve their writing.

The objective of the ClimateSnack project was to encourage ECS’s to self-organize writing groups to improve their basic writing skills, and thereby also their scientific writing skills. These basic writing skills alone are not sufficient to write quality scientific articles. However, these skills are important ingredients for overall improvement. In the groups, the participants would write short articles about their science or topic of interest. The audience for these snacks are fellow ECS’s. In other words, the audience is assumed to be scientifically literate but not from a single research discipline. The participants therefore also gain experience in interdisciplinary communication, where audiences will have different levels of
familiarity with the ideas and themes being discussed. Once an author has written an article, the rest of the group provides constructive feedback, which the author gives to improve the text. The author publishes the finished article on the project’s website (www.climatesnack.com). The web page also acts as a space for participants to network with like-minded researchers from around the world. ClimateSnack has two unique elements: it is self-organized by ECS’s and it tries to build an international community around writing skills in science.

In the next section, we introduce the learning process around which ClimateSnack was built. The successes and challenges that the different groups encountered will be presented in section 3. Results from an informal questionnaire answered by one group are presented to illustrate how the participants benefitted. Besides this, we did not evaluate ClimateSnack’s impact using quantitative metrics from the beginning. This paper therefore takes a narrative approach and reports on the experiences of the members and their groups. These narratives are provided by the present paper’s authors, all of whom have been involved in the project development. Some authors founded and managed ClimateSnack, whilst other authors started groups that are either still running or have since dissolved. All the authors have been active participants and have written and posted articles on the ClimateSnack website.

We began to collate these experiences in a group meeting at the European Geosciences Union General Assembly in Vienna in 2015. Further discussion has taken place via email and video conferencing. In section 4, we generalize the lessons learnt and conclude with some thoughts about the future.

2. The process

The ClimateSnack founders designed a writing process, which is still used as a guide for writing group meetings. ClimateSnack participants write short texts about their own research or a scientific topic of interest. These texts were dubbed as “snacks” and are usually 400 to 700 words long. Snacks are meant as snapshots of the authors’ interests, rather than full-length texts suitable for peer-reviewed journals. The snacks develop from an initial writing idea to a finished product through an iterative process of individual writing and group feedback. We now describe this process, as represented in corresponding Fig. 1 by an author who is preparing her first snack:

1. Ideas (Meeting 1)

Before the author can write, she needs a topic. The group listens to the author’s ideas and gives feedback. This discussion focuses on helping the author find the main question(s) that her snack will answer, and how the snack might be structured.

2. Write a structure

Before the next meeting, the author writes a structure for her snack. This process entails specifying the main question, and ideas for each paragraph. The next step is to write the topic and stress sentences for each paragraph so that the flow of ideas is clear.

3. Feedback (Meeting 2)
At the next meeting, the author presents this structure to the group. The group will give feedback on the flow of ideas and whether the ideas actually contribute to the main aim of the article. At this stage, the author will likely have to delete (or add) paragraphs to improve clarity.

4. Write a draft

The author writes a draft snack with the improved structure and adds relevant figures. The draft should include references where necessary with proper citations. This draft is distributed to the other members of the group prior to the next meeting.

5. Feedback (Meeting 3)

Before the meeting, the other group members should have read the author’s snack and noted down feedback directly on to the snack itself. These notes are passed to the author at the end of the meeting. We found that this encouraged meeting attendance. However, groups could also consider other feedback methods, like online editing software (e.g., Google docs). At the meeting, the author reads her snack aloud. Reading aloud has been shown to help develop writing skills (Gibson, 2008), and quickly pinpoints sentences and sections that need improvement. After the recital, the feedback discussion commences. For the discussion to work well, we need structure, knowledge and a good dose of courtesy.

The ClimateSnack founders encouraged the discussion to be structured around the “funnel model” as illustrated in Figure 2. This model helps to guide the discussion from the big issues that irritate the reader the most, such as paragraph structure (Hofmann, 2014), to smaller issues, like spelling and grammatical mistakes. The background knowledge for the discussion may come from previously read books or previously completed courses. If this knowledge is difficult to come by, the ClimateSnack website freely provides an entire online writing course, advice from experts (see Figure 3), as well as book reviews from some of the ClimateSnack members. In this way, ClimateSnack targets the deficiencies in academic writing, and promotes the advice of experts (e.g., Gopen and Swan, 1990; Somerville and Hassol, 2011). In addition, the discussion needs to be conducted with courtesy and humility. A simple rule is applied: Only say something that you could accept hearing yourself.

6. Improve and publish online

Once the author has used the peer feedback and notes to improve her snack, she is ready to publish online. She uploads her text and figures to the ClimateSnack website. Figure 3 includes some screenshots from the website, including the homepage and an example snack.

Once the snack is published the writing process can start again, resulting in a continuous process and hence continuous improvement. The process is also flexible, and group leaders have the freedom to adapt it as they see fit.

Most group meetings lasted between 1-2 hours once every 3-4 weeks. Each completed snack was discussed for 20-30 minutes depending on how many snacks were under consideration, and at what stage they were at. Some time was also
often left at the end of the group meetings for general discussions and brainstorming. Some group meetings had up to 20 participants, but usually 5-10 people attended the meeting in the groups that regularly convened. The group leader was in charge of guiding the discussion and following the framework illustrated in Figure 2.

The writing group process can lead to numerous other benefits. For example, participants network amongst themselves and learn about each other’s research. The website promotes discussion and networking on a global scale. Publishing on the website also gives members experience with different media and outreach opportunities. The group leaders gain a valuable set of transferable skills by organizing the meetings and moderating the feedback sessions.

ClimateSnack writing groups started in several places around the world. In some places, the groups worked extremely well, and in others, they lasted a fleeting moment. In the following section we consider case studies of a successful group, and of groups that lost momentum.

3. Results

The ClimateSnack project started at the University of Bergen, Norway in January 2012. Since then, ClimateSnack writing groups have produced over 100 snacks by 49 members. In total, 10 writing groups started (all within Europe and North America), of which 3 are still active (one in Norwich, UK and two in Bergen, Norway). It is clear that the majority of groups encountered difficulties. We can learn important lessons by comparing what caused some groups to flourish and others to dissolve.

3.1 Group success

In 2013, a small pilot group started at the University of East Anglia (UEA). In the first two years, this small group developed into a successful writing group that has published 25 snacks by 11 authors with two collaborative posts by the whole group. Members of this group have identified three key aspects that they believe have contributed to the group’s success: the social atmosphere, high attendance with gradual initial growth, and strong leadership.

The UEA writing group places a strong emphasis on the social atmosphere of the group meetings. The resulting friendly ambiance is thought to facilitate the high attendance rates. Group members also share a common desire for communicating their science. Although each meeting has an agenda, off-topic conversations are tolerated and have led to new ideas for future posts. The social atmosphere further encourages members to provide honest and constructive feedback, but also to ask for help or advice if needed.

Another key attribute to the writing group’s success is the high attendance rates. At present, there are 21 members, of whom 15 are active and regularly attend meetings. The monthly meetings are arranged to take place immediately after the department coffee break, which may help maintain high attendance rates. These large numbers decrease pressure on individual members to contribute. Over time, this decreased pressure could obviously be counter-productive. However, it also allows new members to only observe during their first meetings, and contribute with their own writing when they feel
comfortable. In addition, a sufficiently large group means that, if not all members can attend every meeting, the group is still large enough to function, and the peer learning process can continue. During the pilot phase of this writing group the size was limited to 5 members. Since then, the group size has steadily increased. New members benefit from the experience that has developed within the group.

Members of the UEA group have described the leadership as “strong, but friendly”, and suggest that this may play a key role in sustaining the large, enthusiastic, and productive group. The leaders have played an active role in raising attendance by introducing new members to the group, and have also set an example by writing multiple posts themselves. The members feel that there needs to be a balance when encouraging people to write. On one hand, a leader can gently inspire people to write. On the other hand, a leader might insist too much and scare people away. Recently, the leadership role of this group has been passed on to newer group members; the group remains keen to continue the collaborative learning process that has been successful so far.

Of course, the true success of the project depends on whether participants have improved their writing and communication skills. Since ClimateSnack is self-organized and inherently lacks any formal assessment process, we have not attempted to rigorously measure this outcome. However, an informal survey amongst 16 active UEA group members shows that all of them believe that ClimateSnack has helped to improve their writing style. That includes members that have published blog posts and members that have not yet published. The unpublished participants felt that they have benefitted from taking part in the discussions. Furthermore, 12 of the 16 respondents felt that their confidence has increased when presenting their research to both the scientific community and the general public.

Anecdotal evidence emerged about some individual successes within the ClimateSnack community. For example, one of the present authors used the lessons learnt to improve a research paper and get it published in a peer review journal. A previous submission of the paper had received comments like, “the excessive use of passive voice makes it difficult to understand and quite dry”. The final accepted version of the paper received much better feedback, with one reviewer stating that, “this is a well written paper”. ClimateSnack also helped with other outreach channels. A member of one group got her snack translated into Norwegian and published in one of the biggest newspapers in Norway.

3.2 Group dissolution

Unfortunately, not all of the writing groups have achieved long-lasting success. Several common factors surfaced when we discussed why groups dissolved. Some factors were related to large-scale, institutional issues, and others were related to the dynamics within specific groups. Here, we offer an overview of some of these issues, as a resource to future ClimateSnack development and other similar peer learning projects.

Writing groups will simply not function without motivated participants. Unfortunately, research has shown that humans perceive future rewards as less valuable than immediate rewards (Green et al., 1994). ClimateSnack offers rewards, but they are neither immediate nor directly quantifiable. Writing groups ideally provide a gradual but continuous honing of one’s written communication skills, but there is no set time horizon for this process. Without a set time horizon other
commitments quickly prevail and motivation falls. For an ECS, this means the struggle to juggle writing group participation with teaching duties, seminar attendance, research cruises, study exchanges, and their own research. Contributing to an entirely voluntary project like ClimateSnack is inevitably viewed as something that can be sacrificed in favor of other research commitments. At one institution the ClimateSnack group faced competition with a new Doctoral Training Centre that introduced a range of structured professional development courses. The ClimateSnack project clearly needed other motivational attractions rather than just writing improvement.

The project website (www.climatesnack.com) was intended to motivate ECS’s to participate in the project. The website provided a common platform for publication, but more importantly for discussion and networking between the participants. This network would hopefully also motivate groups to continue to write. However, in most groups, this networking was never appreciated as an important component in the writing process. Isolation and relatively little contact between groups mean that group development is very dependent on the group leadership and internal dynamics.

The very concept of ClimateSnack as a peer learning project means that the group leaders are often learning too. Some groups initially relied heavily on a few highly motivated individuals, sometimes with prior leadership experience. When these individuals stepped down, the groups were often left fragile. This fragility may have been enhanced by the lack of clear learning structure in the groups.

Group development was sometimes hindered by internal dynamics. In groups that attracted like-minded scientists who already had a strong focus on science communication, a situation of “preaching to the converted” arose. Feedback suggests this may have intimidated prospective members who were less experienced in the field. Conversely, some members have perceived a general lack of science communication knowledge in their group, resulting in a “blind leading the blind” scenario.

Some groups experienced other issues specific to their institute. For example, one group possibly had too much initial success, with up to 20 people meeting for the first meetings. At this early stage of the group’s development, the large number of members impacted negatively on the feedback and discussion process, and presented logistical challenges such as booking suitable rooms. These difficulties are thought to have discouraged some members from attending successive meetings. Attendance continued to dwindle and the group disbanded.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

ClimateSnack’s main objective was and still is to help ECS’s improve their basic writing skills in order to improve scientific articles and other types of communication. ClimateSnack fulfils this objective by providing a continuous and free framework of peer learning. The peer learning occurs through interaction within self-organized writing groups established around the world. Participants write, discuss and improve together.

No matter how long the different writing groups lasted, they brought ECS’s together and created a forum for discussing writing skills for various goals such as grant proposals, scientific articles and conference abstracts. Friendships and community have been built around ClimateSnack (the present author group being an example) allowing ECS’s to seek out advice and feedback even if their groups discontinued. Despite the majority of ClimateSnack groups dissolving, some have done very well and thrived. We have presented a case study of one of the groups that succeeded and can summarize the main perceived reasons for group success as follows:

- Strong social aspect
- High attendance rates
- Gradual development
- Strong leadership

The gradual development of the group at UEA was seen as key to their success. The group grew, as the leaders felt more confident. The group has now grown to an optimal level, which the leaders feel comfortable managing. The meetings are well attended, which gives newcomers the opportunity to observe and contribute when they feel ready. In contrast, another group came into difficulties when too many people came to the meetings and the leaders had difficulties organizing the discussion. In this scenario, one may contemplate organizing several writing groups at one location. This solution depends on whether enough people are available to lead multiple groups.

We observed that in the groups that thrived, several other positive outcomes resulted from the peer learning approach. Participants reported that both their writing skills and confidence had improved. This was reflected in the discussions we had and the short, informal survey that the UEA group carried out with its members. The group leaders have also learnt important organizational and chairing skills, all of which can be transferred to project and research leadership positions in the future.

The main reasons for group dissolution that our discussion emphasized are:

- Low motivation: perceived as a waste of time
- Poor group discussion dynamics
- Too much pressure on group leaders
• No handover of leadership
• Competition from other commitments
• Weak international network
• Unclear objectives

We suggest that to increase the chances of group success, learning resources online should better advise participants and group leaders. This advice could include clearer information about the objectives of the ClimateSnack project, so that participants better understand the long-term benefits of taking part. The online advice should also include tips about how to start a group, how to run a group, how to guide discussions, and how to hand over leadership. This may help to reduce the pressure some of the group leaders felt. The website must also be further developed to better encourage international networking and communication between writing groups. If funding is not available for such developments in this project or others, then social media platforms should be used more actively.

The motivation and time-related problems that some groups encountered can be reduced by effective co-leadership. In this way, when one leader is away or departs then the group can still continue to function. This approach also reduces the pressure on individual leaders and provides a more social and interactive experience.

Competition from other research activities appeared to hinder some groups from continuing; if these institutionalized activities are concerned with improving science communication, then this is a positive development in training opportunities for ECS’s. If these activities are effective, then the need for a ClimateSnack writing group is diminished anyhow.

The ClimateSnack project had ambitious objectives to unite ECS’s across the world to improve their writing skills together. This was born out of a continued need to improve our scientific article writing and also other types of science communication. Even though we did not evaluate the project using continuous quantitative metrics, this paper is based on the honest accounts and narratives of many of the ClimateSnack participants who make up the paper’s author group. We would recommend that similar projects consider tracking evaluation metrics from the beginning. Through our collected experiences we have seen that ClimateSnack faced several challenges, but the successes show that peer learning through self-organized writing groups can be a valuable approach to achieve improved writing in science. With a greater understanding of why some groups did not flourish, we can improve future initiatives. It is true that the international network did not develop in the way the ClimateSnack founders first envisaged. However, within successful writing groups, solid support networks arose and many members discovered that writing could be a pleasurable activity. This pleasure can be transferred from writing snacks to writing scientific articles for a specialized audience. Even though the style is different, basic writing skills still apply. Hopefully one day, we may all write scientific articles that are enjoyable to write and to read, whilst also moving science forward.
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Figure 2. The writing/editing Funnel Model used to guide feedback discussions in the ClimateSnack writing groups, based on Schultz (2013) and Snellman (1982).
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